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Abstract
Vehicle detection (VD) plays a very essential role in Intelligent Transportation
Systems (ITS) that have been intensively studied within the past years. The need for
intelligent facilities expanded because the total number of vehicles is increasing
rapidly in urban zones. Trafﬁc monitoring is an important element in the intelligent
transportation system, which involves the detection, classification, tracking, and
counting of vehicles. One of the key advantages of traffic video detection is that it
provides traffic supervisors with the means to decrease congestion and improve
highway planning. Vehicle detection in videos combines image processing in realtime with computerized pattern recognition in flexible stages. The real-time
processing is very critical to keep the appropriate functionality of automated or
continuously working systems. VD in road traffics has numerous applications in the
transportation engineering field. In this review, different automated VD systems
have been surveyed, with a focus on systems where the rectilinear stationary camera
is positioned above intersections in the road rather than being mounted on the
vehicle. Generally, three steps are utilized to acquire traffic condition information,
including background subtraction (BS), vehicle detection and vehicle counting.
First, we illustrate the concept of vehicle detection and discuss background
subtraction for acquiring only moving objects. Then a variety of algorithms and
techniques developed to detect vehicles are discussed beside illustrating their
advantages and limitations. Finally, some limitations shared between the systems are
demonstrated, such as the definition of ROI, focusing on only one aspect of
detection, and the variation of accuracy with quality of videos. At the point when
one can detect and classify vehicles, then it is probable to more improve the flow of
the traffic and even give enormous information that can be valuable for many
applications in the future.
Keywords: traffic analysis, real-time processing, vehicle detection(VD).
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 واحدة مؽ السزايا الرئيدية الكتذاف الفيديؾ.الذي يتزس ؽ اكتذاف السركبات وترشيفها وتعقبها وحدابها
 يجسع. فهؾ يؾفر لسذرفي السرور الؾسائل الالزمة لتقميل االزدحام وتحديؽ تخظيط الظرق الدريعة، السروري

اكتذاف السركبات في مقاطع الفيديؾ بيؽ معالجة الرؾر في الؾقت الفعمي باإلضافة إلى التعرف عمى األنساط
أمر بالغ األهسية لمحفاظ عمى الؾعيفة السشاسبة
 تعد السعالجة في الؾقت الفعمي ًا.السحؾسبة في مراحل مرنة
) في االتجار عمى الظرق لديها العديد مؽ التظبيقات في مجالVD( .ألنغسة التذغيل اآللية أو السدتسرة
 يشرب تركيزنا عمى األنغسة التي تكؾن، )VD(  تؼ مدح أنغسة مختمفة مؤتستة،  في هذه الؾرقة.هشدسة الشقل

 يتؼ،  بذكل عام.فيها الكامي ار الثابتة السدتكيسة أعمى التقاطعات في الظريق بدالً مؽ تركيبها عمى الديارة

، )BS(  بسا في ذلػ الظرح الخمفي، استخدام ثالث خظؾات لمحرؾل عمى معمؾمات عؽ حالة حركة السرور

 وناقش الظرح في الخمفية. نؾضح مفهؾم اكتذاف السركبات، ً أوال.واكتذاف السركبات وحداب السركبات

 ثؼ تتؼ مشاقذة مجسؾعة متشؾعة مؽ الخؾارزميات والتقشيات السظؾرة.لمحرؾل عمى األجدام الستحركة فقط

 تغهر بعض القيؾد عمى السذاركة، أخير
 ًا.لمكذف عؽ السركبات بجانب تؾضيح مزاياها وقيؾدها في الجدول
 ومجسؾعة،  مع التركيز عمى جانب واحد فقط مؽ االكتذاف،  تحديد عائد االستثسار:بيؽ األنغسة تقر ًيبا مثل
 فسؽ،  عشد الشقظة التي يسكشػ فيها اكتذاف السركبات وترشيفها.متشؾعة مؽ الدقة مع جؾدة مقاطع الفيديؾ

السحتسل زيادة تحديؽ تدفق حركة السرور وحتى تقديؼ معمؾمات هائمة يسكؽ أن تكؾن ذات قيسة لمعديد مؽ
.التظبيقات في السدتقبل

I. Introduction
The importance of efficient vehicle detection (VD) is increasing with the expansion of road
networks and number of vehicles. In the last years, the need for video monitoring has become essential
for automatic traffic analysis to solve the issue of traffic [1]. Traffic analysis may include counting the
vehicles in a region per period time and classifying them. Usually, VD is primarily based on an
infrared sensor for the detection or the video-based solution [2]. With the systems based on video,
more benefits are ensured, such as the large amount of traffic information, ease of installation,
scalability with image processing techniques, and prevention of some disadvantages that include high
cost and the need for calibration and periodic maintenance. Accumulating traffic information for
instance position and motion of vehicles is essential for transportation maintenance and planning of
motorway networks. The position and motion of vehicles are required for the system to be able to
observe the movement on highway and motorway networks [3].
As a result, high quality of traffic monitoring leads to prevent the growing congestion level, with
associated environmental pollution, high risk of accidents, and time wasted during transportation [4].
The main objective of this survey is to provide a general overview of the VD systems and review
the existing methods for each of its processing steps. The remaining sections are structured as the
following sections: Section II presents the vehicle detection systems and displays its applications.
Section III reviews the current methods for background-foreground subtraction. Section IV discusses
the related works for the current VD systems. Section V presents a comparison among all the systems
discussed in the previous section. Section VI completes this paper with conclusions.
II. Vehicle Detection
Especially in the latest few years, many systems were developed to reach robust and effective VD
systems which require accurate measurements of vehicle position and motion.
Detection,
classification and counting of vehicles contribute to a significant part in traffic stream estimation. VD
involves labelling the regions that contain vehicles in the scene video [2]. Overall, the VD algorithms
must be separated into three main phases: image acquisition, generation of candidate concerning
vehicles, and verification of these candidates, as shown in Figure-1 [5].

Image
Acquisition

Generation of
Candidates
Figure 1-processing structure of vehicle detection [5].
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The necessity of VD is derived from the need for traffic monitoring, which contains classifying and
counting the categories of vehicles passing in that area. This important information can be employed
for various applications. VD systems have wide abilities, precision, and adaptability of diverse
detection categories; for example, speed estimation, vehicle classification and counting, parked
vehicles detection, accident detection, wrong-side vehicle monitoring, in addition to other classic
traffic information such as high occupancy vehicle lanes (HOV), gap between vehicles, queue
detection, etc. Any of these systems may contain subsystems, such as flow control for the traffic,
station gate controller, remote facility monitoring, and central control room [2].
III. Background Subtraction (BS)
One of the important stages of most computer vision systems is BS, which is mainly used to detect
moving objects in sequence frames of a video. Any frame of a video should be separated into two
different parts; foreground, which contains pixels that include the objects of interest, and background
which contains all pixels that do not include an object of interest such as trees, pavement, buildings,
and sky, as shown in Figure-2 [6].
The essential logic of BS is detecting objects from a distinction between the current frame and the
frame of reference, referred to as reference background, which is created by calculating the average of
images in a specific period of time. When the diﬀerence of the pixels is above a threshold, then it leads
to its classiﬁcation as a foreground. After isolating foreground and background from the image, we
can apply preprocessing operations such as closing, opening, erosion, and dilation on the foreground
pixels to enhance and remove noise. The reference background is refreshed constantly over few times
with new frames to adjust to the dynamic scene varieties [5].
In any background subtraction method, the difficulties that may face the system to produce robust
and effective vehicle detection method must be solved. Such difficulties include camera vibration,
different lighting , unclear video, and shadows [7]

Figure 2-Background Subtraction implementation examples on the different scenes [8].
IV. Related works
In this section, we cover the previous related works about automatic vehicle detection systems.
There are various proposed vehicle detection algorithms because no unique algorithm is capable to
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deal with all of the challenges in this region. There are several problems that affect vehicle detection
algorithm and need to be solved. Several methods are demonstrated below.
Lei [9] presented a system for automatic VD and counting which depended on videos . The two
primary operations implemented in the suggested system are the adaptation in background assessment,
which allows a forceful moving detection specifically in complex sights, and Gaussian shadow
elimination which depends on HSV color space and is capable of dealing with the dissimilar intensity
and size of shadow. After these two processes, all the frames, which contain unstopped vehicles, are
gained and the next counting process is produced via a technique named “virtual detector”. Figure-3
shows the architecture for all the steps of the proposed system for automatic VD and counting. The
suggested system’s resolutions are relatively different with difficult situations; for example, in relation
to shadows and ghosts that are automatically removed. Actually, the system is not able to distinguish
vehicle categories (car, motor-cycle, and lorry).

Figure 3- Architecture of the real-time vehicle detection and counting system [9].
Qian et al. [10] proposed a video VD system for the estimation of the position and size of vehicles
based on a combination of Local-Binary-Pattern (LBP) and motion histogram. Firstly, LBP texture
description was utilized for background modulation and updating the sequence frames. Secondly, the
VD was employing the motion histogram. Lastly, the shadow from the identified vehicles area was
reduced, which increased the accuracy of VD. Experimental results of vehicles database illustrated
that this system has an improved performance . However, this system has some limitations such as its
focus on a simple set of features to detect vehicles, while ignoring the complex features. Besides, there
is no vehicle classification and counting in this system.
Xu et al. [11] suggested a vehicle detection method based on prediction on real-time feature learning
and linking the ARMA model and the AdaBoost algorithm applied on the video. The algorithm trains
the AdaBoost classifier based on HOG and Haar features. This system takes the target’s previous
information into account and extends the AdaBoost algorithm in the time dimension to improve the
accuracy of real-time detection, as shown in Figure- 4.
The experimental results illustrated that the VD depending on the frames sequence, which
enhanced by the system by creating a time sequence model, where the system enables the efficiently
decreased time complications. The AdaBoost + ARMA decrease the cost of the average time for each
image.
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Figure 4-Framework of the detection system [11].
Tursun [12] proposed a computer vision system for detecting and counting vehicles on the highways.
The suggested system depends on an automatic traffic scene taking by a camera placed above the
streets and calculates the overall vehicles that pass over the roads. An image with the moving vehicles
is extracted by double-difference algorithm and the counting of vehicles is achieved by monitoring
vehicles moving inside a track area, termed as the virtual loop. This approach is tested on video
surveillance records of a street that has an intermediate-grade traffic size.
The results of the system, under different day time conditions, showed that it can count vehicles
with high accuracy, but the detection accuracy depends on the visual angel beside the position of the
camera.
Mahmood [13] suggested an advanced system to improve
applications for securing vehicles,
which included three stages: VD, detection of the face of driver, and recognition. Vehicle and face
detection was accomplished by using the Adaptive Boosting algorithm and Haar-like features.
The use of the suggested system guarantees that only reliable vehicles are permissible to park in
any automobile zone used for the park. The results showed the probability of the advanced method to
be used in any automobile zone used for the park. Nevertheless, the system detects vehicles from the
front and sideways vision, which is a limitation to the entry video.
Arya [14] proposed a design and developed a real-time VD and tracking algorithm which concentrates
on the path of the moving objects. This method keeps the set of pixels in the foreground that can be
feasible to be vehicles while rejecting the remaining. Consequently, the system discards the objects
which appear not to contain vehicles, while combining the candidate vehicles. Also it suggests an
effective approach to eliminate the undesirable noise which corrupts the foreground zone of the
specified frame, increasing the effectiveness of the whole VD system in realistic situations.
This system was evaluated by comparison with standard systems and showed high quality. Besides,
it should be made clear that the system performance depends on the features of the input video.
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Seenouvong [15] suggested an approach for detection and counting vehicles depending on computer
vision techniques. The proposed approach uses a BS process to discover foreground vehicles in a
video sequence. Then, to detect moving vehicles with further accuracy, it employs techniques such as
thresholding, adaptive morphology, and hole filling operations. For counting vehicles, the system uses
a virtual detection for selected zones. The experimental results illustrated that the suggested system
accuracy is about 96% .
The limitations in this proposed system are shown in several points; Firstly, the vehicles should be
pure and not occluded within the virtual detection area. Secondly, the width of the virtual detection
area should be large enough for counting the vehicles. Lastly, this simple system focuses on the
background subtraction and counting, while ignoring vehicle classification which is an essential
operation in the vehicle detection systems.
Kamkar et al. [1] presented a system for detection, classification and counting vehicles for highways
trafﬁc monitor system, utilizing an active basis model (ABM), and confirms them depending on their
reflect of symmetry. Counting and classifying vehicles are applied based on two extracted features;
namely the vehicle length in the equivalent time spatial frame and the relationship calculated from the
grey level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) of the vehicle frame inside its bounding boxes. For
classification, a random forest is used which classifies the vehicle into three classes: small (car),
medium (van), and large (bus and truck).
The experimental results revealed the good performance of the system and its accuracy in actual
situations with general problems present in the highway, such as different illumination, camera
vibration, conditions of weather, and shadows. Enhancements such as utilizing GPU programming or
increasing other features depend on the texture of the vehicles classifying portion, which is proposed
to enhance the system run time and performance.
Zhuang et al. [16] suggested an algorithm for vehicle detection in real-time, which depends on the
enhanced Haar-like features and gathering a cascade of classifiers with motion detection. It adapts a
background extractor based on visual features, supplemented by a morphological process, to acquire a
foreground. This foreground maintains the features of vehicles and supplies the locations inside frames
where vehicles are probable to be sited. After that, image dilation is used to achieve better foreground
images. Vehicle detection process implemented only at specific area in the video, which called
regions-of-interest (ROI), rather than scanning a complete regions of the frame. The system uses a
cascade of robust classiﬁer instead of a solo robust classifier, where the cascade classifier capable to
enhance the performance of the detector as shown in Fig5.
The suggested system was effectively estimated on the general dataset, which showed its strength and
automatic performance. The results also showed that the system is very fast. In fact, one of the reasons
for the high speed of this system is that it is limited in its work to detect vehicles and does not address
the process of classification and counting of vehicles. In addition, it is bad in detecting vehicles in the
dark.

Figure 5-System diagram of the real-time vehicle detection algorithm [16].
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Aswin et al. [17] proposed a vehicle detection system for counting and classiﬁcation of the vehicles
during the night. The system involves preprocessing operations such the background subtraction and
image segmentation. Blob analysis is performed to detect and match the headlights of the vehicle for
the counting of vehicle numbers. The system also creates and compares different templates of
headlights with the vehicle's headlights to classify the categories of vehicles.
This effective system was implemented successfully under various night-time illumination conditions.
However, the limitation of this system can be the focus on the night time detection and ignoring the
detection effectiveness on the normal light time. Besides the system does not involve the essential part
of traffic monitoring, which is vehicle classification. The system becomes very slow in the case of
high-quality video input, due to increased computing time that leads to that the system is unsuitable
for real-time detection.
Ershadi et al. [18] proposed a method for VD in changing weather conditions, which focused on
perspective removal by applying Modified Inverse Perspective Mapping (MIPM), Hough transform
for automatic locating of lanes and lines, and Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) for VD, besides
extracting vehicle features.
The algorithm is strong and extra efficient when compared with other systems, specifically with the
occlusion problem, lights variations, and weather conditions. Nevertheless, the algorithms were not
experienced under camera vibrations, sandy weather, and unclear lighting, especially at nighttime.
Furthermore, the system involves more limitations, such as the detection of vehicles in tunnels, steep
uphill roads, and winding roads.
Memon. [2] proposed a vehicle classification and counting system based on computer vision. It starts
with dividing the video into a set of frames to work in background subtraction. Then it detects and
counts the vehicles using Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), . The final step is the classification of the
vehicles by comparing the contour regions to the presumed values, or using bag of features (BOF) for
feature extraction with support vector machine (SVM) for vehicle classification.
For implementation, the proposed system develops a user interface which is used to define the region
of interest, implying its need for human supervision which is one of the limitations of this system.
Then the system applies image processing techniques. It also involves making comparisons in
classification between Contour Comparison (CC), BOF, and SVM. As a result, it appears that the CC
process is better than BoF and SVM techniques, providing classification result that is closer to the
actual values, as demonstrated in Fig 6. Because this system depends on one level feature extraction, it
is not effective in finding the occlusion of the vehicles, which causes less precision of classification
and counting. Besides, it has the limitation of not being capable of performing VD at the night.

Figure 6-Vehicle classification comparisons of original count, CC, SVM and BoF [2].
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In 2018 Chen [19] proposed a simple vision-based, nighttime, all-weather, neighboring vehicle
detection system. It was executed by automatic multilayer thresholding method, reducing noise,
associated component labeling, headlight corresponding method, and headlight classification and
tracking. It was able to detect headlight position and acquire the vehicle position.
The results illustrated that the system is of high accuracy and adequate speed to be used as a real-time
system. In this system, the drivers acquire more information about the surrounding vehicles and are
able to drive more safely, which reduces the accident rate. The proposed system gives an improved
detection effectiveness when compared with the typical systems, which was demonstrated both
quantitatively and qualitatively. The system could process the difficult conditions in the experiment
and generated an enhanced quality of results.
The method is flexible to standard traffic situations and the results related to VD and tracking were
sufficient. However, the effectiveness of the system is largely based on the feature of the scene that
has been entered and the location of the camera.
Moutakki [20] suggested an automatic VD and counting system. The suggested approach is capable to
detect, locate, and automatically identify vehicles in the scene. It is able to calculate the capacity and
features of traffic depending on the three sections of segment, class and count.
The method’s impact involved advancing the count system, which depends on the feature of VD and
the identification over different situations , such as occlusions and lighting conditions, which
represents difficult problems in recent systems. This approach implements VD and classification by
removing the impacts of many issues on system efficiency. The results of the suggested approach
showed an efficiency rate of 98.7%, calculated by three diverse videos, which indicates that the
suggested approach is effective as a reliable VD instrument for traffic systems.
Additionally, the proposed approach shows a practical strength against variations in light and items
size. Despite good accuracy, there are some limitations in the proposed system. Firstly, the vehicles
should be pure and not occluded within the virtual detection area. Secondly, the width of the virtual
detection area should be large enough for counting the vehicles. Additionally, there are other vehicle
features that should be taken into account for vehicle detection in several setups.
Manzoor et al. [21] suggested a random forest-based vehicles and model recognition method. For
vehicle detection, the authors applied Histogram of Gradient (HOG) and Scale-invariant feature
transform (SIFT) as feature descriptors. The bag-of-features method is applied to represent the total
feature in the instance of SIFT, while the concatenation is used for HOG descriptors to create frame
feature vectors.
The architecture of training and testing steps in the proposed system is shown in Figure-7. It
completely depends on the results that the suggested system improved, with a group of random forest
build on 300-350 decision trees. The system achieved a 94.43% recognition ratio. The identification
rates reduce the optimum point because of the over-ﬁtting through the training phase.

Figure 7-Training and Testing phases for Vehicle Make and Model Recognition system [21]
V. Comparison between reviewed systems
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For each methods reviewed from related works, many strength and weakness points are demonstrated
in Table-1.

Table 1-The strength and weakness points of the reviewed systems
N

Method

Strength

Weakness

1

The authors [7] proposed a
system for vehicle counting in
real time, which depends on
adaptive background.

The suggested system
comparatively well resolves
several difficult problems, like
shadow, which are automatically
eliminated.

This approach is unable
to distinguish vehicle
categories (truck, car,
motorbike).
The system is focusing
on a simple set of
features to detect
vehicles, while
ignoring the complex
features. Besides, there
is no vehicle counting
and classification in
this system.
Vehicle detection is
performed from the
frontal and side views,
which is a restriction
on the input image to
the system.
The accuracy of the
system depends on the
visual angel besides the
position of the camera.

2

The authors [10] proposed VD
system is depends on localbinary-pattern (LBP).

As shown in some instances and
experiments results of vehicles
database that this system has an
improved performance

3

The authors [11] proposed
(VD) system is based on
linking the ARMA model and
the AdaBoost algorithm.

The algorithm can efficiently
reduce time complication. The
ARMA + AdaBoost decrease the
cost of the average time for each
image.

4

A video-based vehicle counting
system suggested using virtual
loop system [12].

The system counts vehicles with
high accuracy under different
daytime conditions.

5

The authors [13] suggested an
automatic VD for vehicle
parking in security, which
includes three stages: VD,
detecting the face of the driver,
and recognizing the face of the
driver.

The experiments show the
probability of the advanced
method to be used in any area for
vehicle parking, like public
parking areas

This approach makes
detection from front
and sideways vision
only, which is a
limitation on the input
video to the method.

The authors [14] proposed
VD and tracking system in real
time.

Suggests an effective method to
eliminate the undesirable noise
influence on the quality of the
foreground, which increases the
effectiveness of the whole
automatic VD and tracking
system.

he method is directly
affected by the features
of the entry videos,
besides the place of the
camera.

The accuracy of the suggested
system is about 96%.

Firstly, the vehicles
should be pure and not
occluded within the
virtual detection area.
Secondly, the width of
the virtual detection
area should be large
enough for counting the
vehicles. Thirdly, this
simple system focuses

6

7

The authors [15] proposed VD
and counting system based on
computer vision
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on the background
subtraction and
counting, while
ignoring vehicle
classification which is
an essential operation
in the vehicle detection
systems.
The Proposed method
is dependent on the use
with videos at diverse
visions. Alterations are
required to decrease the
system's sensitivity to
visions.
In fact, one of the
reasons for the speed of
this system is that it is
limited in its work to
detect vehicles and
does not address the
process of counting and
classification of
vehicles. In addition, it
is bad in detecting
vehicles in the dark.

8

The authors [1] proposed VD
classification and counting
system using an active basis
model (ABM) and confirmed
them according to their
reflection symmetry.

Experimental results show the
good performance of the proposed
method and its efficiency for use
in traffic monitoring systems
during the day night and all
seasons of the year.

9

The authors [16] proposed real
time VD with a foreground that
depends on cascade classifier.

Robustness and real-time
performance. Besides, The result
shows that the system is very fast.

10

The authors [17] proposed
system is VD in night time
system which involves
preprocessing operations such
as background subtraction,
image segmentation, and blob
analysis.

The system is implemented
successfully for the detection and
counting of vehicles under
different night-time illumination
situations.

When the input video is
of high quality, it takes
additional amount of
computational time.

The algorithm is strong when
facing occlusions, lighting
variations, and weather
conditions.

No detection of
vehicles in tunnels,
steep uphill road, and
winding roads. The
algorithms were not
verified under camera
vibrations, sandy
weather and bad
lighting.

The CC approach is better than
BoF and SVM and provides more
accurate classification results to
the essentials values.

The Inability to detect
vehicles in the
nighttime. [2]

Able to process the complex
challenges in the experimentation
and produced an enhanced quality
of results. The system responds in
standard traffic situations and the
results of VD and tracking were

The performance
directly affected by the
feature of the entry
video and the place of
the camera.

11

12

13

A robust (VD) in various
weather conditions Using
(MIPM) and (GMM) [18].

authors [2] proposed a video
based VD classification and
counting system using
Gaussian Mixture Model
(GMM) and classification
using CC , BoF and SVM.
The authors [19] proposed A
Vision-Based at Night
Surrounding VD system
executed by automatic
multilayer thresholding
method, reducing noise,
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associated component labeling,
headlight corresponding
method, and headlight
classification and tracking.

adequate.

14

[20] Proposed an automatic
system based on features
extraction for VD and
classification built on three
sections; segmentation, vehicle
counting and classification.

Capable of the detection, location,
and directly recognition of
vehicles in frames. The approach
is characterized by reasonable
forcefulness against lighting
variations and items size.

The count method in
classical highway
traffic monitoring
systems depends on the
camera which can
enhance the accuracy
by applying the
suggested system.

15

In [21] the authors proposed
Vehicle Make and Model
Recognition using random
forest Classiﬁcation For
Intelligent Transportation
Systems and Hog and SIFT
feature descriptors.

The system achieved a 94.43%
recognition ratio.

The recognition rates is
reduced after reaching
an optimum point,
possibly because the
over-ﬁtting through the
training procedure.

VI. Conclusions
In this study, we tried to focus on some specific issues concerning directly the theme of a general
“survey of automatic vehicle detection”. Detecting a vehicle accurately in real-time videos is one of
the major research areas in the arena of computer vision; the mentioned systems are capable to be
employed in different applications and environments. In real-time image processing, many difficulties
can face the researchers, such as low resolution, illumination variation, dynamic objects in the
background, and the difference in the background, like waving of leaves.
The essential part of all methods discussed in this paper is the background subtraction technique,
despite the different approaches applied in this part such as frame differencing, visual background
extractor, GMM, MOG, background modeling, etc. Actually, all these approaching are performing the
same function to separate the foreground from the background and to keep only the moving objects.
Also, we discussed in this review the advantages and disadvantages of the presented systems. The
state-of-the-art of existing methods in each key issue is discussed and the future work needed to
expand the vehicle detection process in real-time videos was identified. It should be clear that all the
discussed systems in this survey are suffering from shared limitations, as in the following:
1Most of these systems require an identified discovery area called ROI. The area can be
determined manually by the method operator or by a specific calculation method. This leads to an
increase in the implementation time of these systems, leading to ineffectiveness in real-time, despite
the high quality of these systems.
2The studied systems focus on a particular aspect of the process of detecting vehicles. For
example, there are methods that detect vehicles in the day with high accuracy, but they are inefficient
in detecting vehicles at night or in different weather conditions. In addition, there are methods that
focus on the process of detecting vehicles and ignore the counting or classification processes, while
some others are doing all this processes but the execution speed is not appropriate for real-time. We
conclude that there is no comprehensive method that is suitable for all conditions and reliable in all
aspects of the recognition process.
3The accuracy of these surveyed systems actually depends on the input video which should be
in a specific quality to achieve the best results. This implies that the accuracy is variable depending on
the changing quality of the input video. However, it is not always possible to control the input video
quality; thus, these systems cannot guaranty specific quality in all conditions.
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